City of St. Augustine
Oyster Creek Neighborhood Study

Alternative

A

Eliminate southern
access (maintain
access on W King St)

Alternative

B

Convert Leonardi St to
southbound only

Description: Close access to and from Pellicer Lane.
Pros: Completely removes the ability to cut-through
along Lenoardi Street in both directions. Access to
Leonardi Street maintained for adjacent businesses
Cons: Restrictions could be impactful to businesses and
residents. May make it difficult to leave Leonardi
Street and travel west on W King Street. While
various ways to eliminate access exist, almost all
require some land acquisition to provide turnaround
space.
Other Considerations: May need to design southern
end of Leonardi Street with features to maintain
emergency vehicle access.

Reduction in cut-through traffic
(volume and/or speed)

Significant
Improvement

Impact on roadway network
for residents and/or businesses

Some
negative
impact

Cost/Difficulty to Implement

Description: Convert Leonardi Street to southbound-only
operation.
Pros: Removes the ability to cut-through on Lenoardi
Reduction in cut-through traffic
Street in the northbound direction. With only one
(volume and/or speed)
direction of traffic, more space on the street is
available for parking.
Impact on roadway network
Cons: Does nothing to address southbound cut-through
for residents and/or businesses
traffic.
Other Considerations: Cost may be low if implemented
Cost/Difficulty to Implement
only with signage and markings, but may be higher
if curbing is modified to support/enforce one-way
operation.

High cost/
difficulty

Some
Improvement
(traffic
volume)
Some
negative
impact
Moderate
cost/difficulty

City of St. Augustine
Oyster Creek Neighborhood Study

Alternative

C

Restrict southern exit
of Leonardi St to right
turn only

Alternative

D

Add speed tables to
Leonardi St

Description: Restrict southern exit of Leonardi Street to
right turn only (only Pellicer Lane northbound). This
would eliminate any access from the south.
Pros: Eliminates all cut-through traffic while maintaining
access to Pellicer Lane and the signal at King Street
for residents. Allowing this exit removes the need
for turnaround space, eliminating the need for land
acquisition.
Cons: Restrictions would require residents access the
street via King Street.

Reduction in cut-through traffic
(volume and/or speed)

Significant
Improvement

Impact on roadway network
for residents and/or businesses

Moderate
negative
impact

Cost/Difficulty to Implement

Moderate
cost/difficulty

Reduction in cut-through traffic
(volume and/or speed)

Some
Improvement
(traffic
speeds)

Description: Add speed tables to Leonardi Street.
Pros: Reduces travel speed of all roadway users, making
Impact on roadway network
road safer, without restricting access.
for residents and/or businesses
Cons: Potential for noise (speed tables create less noise
than speed bumps, but cannot eliminate noise).
Cost/Difficulty to Implement

No change

Low cost/
difficulty

City of St. Augustine
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Alternative

E

Add speed tables to
Lewis Blvd

Alternative

F

Add striping to
Whitney St

Alternative

G

Add striping and
chicanes to Whitney St

New sidewalk

Planned future
sidewalk

Description: Add speed tables to Lewis Boulevard,
Reduction
in
cut-through
traffic
along with a sidewalk on the south side of Lewis
(volume
and/or
speed)
Boulevard, following the east side of Davis Street to
connect to the planned sidewalk on Dixie Highway/
Impact on roadway network
Pellicer Avenue.
for residents and/or businesses
Pros: Reduces travel speed of all roadway users, making
road safer, without restricting access.
Cost/Difficulty to Implement
Cons: Potential for noise (speed tables create less noise
than speed bumps, but cannot eliminate noise).

Description: Stripe Whitney Street with a centerline
and a 10 foot travel lane in each direction, leaving
Reduction in cut-through traffic
space on west side for shoulder/future sidewalk.
(volume and/or speed)
Pros: Improves safety by providing shoulder which can
be used by cyclists and pedestrians, or for deliveries.
Impact on roadway network
Makes space for future construction of sidewalk on
for residents and/or businesses
the west side of the road. Can reduce travel speeds
by making the roadway feel smaller for motorists.
Cost/Difficulty to Implement
Cons: May require reduction or elimination of on-street
parking on Whitney Street

Description: Add alternating chicanes along Whitney
Street to slow traffic.
Pros: Eliminates all cut-through traffic while maintaining
access to Pellicer Lane and the signal at King Street
for residents. Allowing this exit removes the need
for turnaround space, eliminating the need for land
acquisition.
Cons: Restrictions would require residents access the
street via King Street.

Some
Improvement
(traffic
speeds)
No change

Low cost/
difficulty

Some
Improvement
(traffic
speeds)
No change

Low cost/
difficulty

Reduction in cut-through traffic
(volume and/or speed)

Some
Improvement
(traffic
speeds)

Impact on roadway network
for residents and/or businesses

No change

Cost/Difficulty to Implement

Moderate
cost/difficulty

